We perform molecular dynamics simulations driven by accurate Quantum Monte Carlo forces on dense liquid hydrogen. Recently it has been reported a complete atomization transition between a mixed-atomic liquid and a completely dissociated fluid in an almost unaccessible pressure range [Nat. Commun. 5, 3487 (2014)]. Here instead, in a much more interesting pressure range, we identify a different transition between the fully molecular liquid and the mixed-atomic fluid at ∼ 400 GPa, with numerical evidence supporting its metallic behavior. Therefore we predict that the metallization at finite temperature occurs in this partially dissociated molecular fluid, well before the complete atomization of the liquid. At high temperature this first-order transition becomes a crossover, in very good agreement with the experimental observation. Several systematic tests supporting the quality of our large scale calculations are also reported.
We perform molecular dynamics simulations driven by accurate Quantum Monte Carlo forces on dense liquid hydrogen. Recently it has been reported a complete atomization transition between a mixed-atomic liquid and a completely dissociated fluid in an almost unaccessible pressure range [Nat. Commun. 5, 3487 (2014)]. Here instead, in a much more interesting pressure range, we identify a different transition between the fully molecular liquid and the mixed-atomic fluid at ∼ 400 GPa, with numerical evidence supporting its metallic behavior. Therefore we predict that the metallization at finite temperature occurs in this partially dissociated molecular fluid, well before the complete atomization of the liquid. At high temperature this first-order transition becomes a crossover, in very good agreement with the experimental observation. Several systematic tests supporting the quality of our large scale calculations are also reported.
In spite of seemingly a simple system to study, hydrogen displays a very rich phase diagram that, in most cases, it is not completely determined from an experimental point of view [1] [2] [3] [4] . At low pressures and temperatures, hydrogen crystallizes as a molecular solid and undergoes a number of phase transitions with increasing density. Up to the present days, this material has been probed experimentally, at low temperatures, up to the pressure of 360 GPa [3] , and it always stays in the insulating molecular phase [3, 5, 6] . At high temperatures instead, experimental evidences for an insulator-to-metal transition (IMT) have been reported [7] in the range of 100-200 GPa and 2000-3000 K (see Fig. 1 ), altough a clear understanding of the IMT underlying mechanism is still missing, namely if metallization occurs via bandgap closure within the molecular phase [8] , or if it is the result of the structural phase transition from a molecular insulating fluid to the conducting atomic one.
Performing experiments under these extreme conditions is really hard, and only few attempts, at high temperatures, have been made [7, 9, 10] . On the other hand, dense liquid hydrogen has been extensively studied within Density Functional Theory (DFT) by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Most of these studies agree on the existence of a first-order transition in the liquid phase between the molecular and the atomic fluid [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, its position in the phase diagram strongly depends on the particular approximation used for the exchange-correlation functional, the difference being of more than one hundred GPa's [14, 15] . Moreover a recent systematic study [16] clearly demonstrates the inadequacy of standard approximated DFT functionals calculations for solid molecular hydrogen, strongly limiting the DFT predictive power on this subject.
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods are among the most accurate and efficient methods for treating many body quantum systems in the thermodynamic limit [17] . They do not rely on uncontrolled approximations for the electronic correlation as they allow, in principle, the possibility to reach any desired accuracy, by simply considering correlated wave functions of increasing complexity. Very recently, and for the first time, in Ref. 18 large scale QMC-MD simulations have been reported on liquid hydrogen, namely employing long and equilibrated MD simulations, using a system size of 256 protons, comparable with DFT standard ones. It has been found that the transition from a molecular fluid towards a fully dissociated one appears at higher pressures with respect to previous DFT and QMC calculations [14] .
In this Letter we report QMC-MD simulations based on an efficient generalized second-order Langevin dynamics [21] [22] [23] [24] which employ QMC forces, evaluated at the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) level of accuracy Refs [18, [23] [24] [25] . Computational details and systematic tests on the accuracy of the trial wavefunction are reported in the Supplementary Material [26] . At variance of Ref. 18 we focus on smaller pressures (and with much higher resolution), where an experimental evidence for the IMT has been reported [7] . We indeed find a new transition between the fully molecular (MM) liquid and a mixed molecular-atomic (MA) liquid phase, which appears to be first-order at around 600 K and 440 GPa and is a crossover at about 2300 K and 130 GPa. The low temperature first order transition line ends in a critical point around 1100-1200 K and ∼ 400 GPa. The MA phase eventually dissociates into a fully atomic (AA) liquid via the first order transition at higher pressures traced in Ref. 18 .
We perform MD simulations in the NVT ensamble exploring a wide range of pressures (P ) for each isotherm. Simulations are long enough well beyond the thermalization time [18] . We use a supercell containing 256 hydrogen (H) atoms at the Γ point, in order to be as close as possible to the thermodynamical limit [13] . We employ a JastrowSlater VMC trial wavefunction as in Ref. [18] . The Jastrow part takes into account correlations up to the three-body terms [27, 28] and the Slater determinant is built with molecular orbitals ψ i with i = 1, · · · N/2 (where N is the [3] . Colored symbols correspond to the liquid-liquid transition obtained with latest simulations and experimental points. Red circles and green squares refer to Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations with different functionals (PBE and HSE) and including proton quantum effects [15] while orange triangles refer to Coupled Electron-Ion Monte Carlo (CEIMC) [19, 20] . Blue solid diamonds correspond to the liquid-liquid transition (LLT) estimated in Ref. 18 (VMC-DYN). The (blue dash-dotted) LLT lines divides the completely dissociated fluid (on the right) from the molecular/partially dissociated fluids (on the left). Blue triangles are instead placed at the observed transition in this work, obtained by looking at the density matrix and the EOS discontinuities. The shaded region corresponds to the metallic liquid. The IMT is first order below (above) ∼ 1100 K and is indicated with a solid (dashed) purple line, which is a guide to the eye.
number of electrons), in turn expanded on an atomic orbitals (AO) basis set. We use a 2s gaussian orbitals/atom basis set which is able to describe almost exactly the single molecule [18] , but implies a sizable error in the energy for bulk systems. In order to study the role of a more accurate ansatz in the liquid phases, we have also adopted a larger basis 3s1p which is not far from the fully converged result with a 6s5p1d basis set and improves by about a factor of three the total energy (see Supplementary Materials [26] ), compared with the smaller 2s-basis set. The very remarkable outcome that we have obtained in this work is that, even with a small basis set, the results concerning the radial distribution function and the location of the transition pressure do not change much (at most by 20 GPa).
In this work we extend the range and mesh of densities explored in Ref. 18 and we find a new first-order transition along the 600 K isotherms at ∼ 440 GPa, within the liquid phase characterized by the presence of a strong molecular peak in the radial pair distribution function g(r). This transition between the MM and the MA fluids is signalled by a discontinuity in the P vs ρ equation of state (EOS) and also by a qualitative change in the g(r) profile (see Fig. 2 ). Indeed, starting from 440 GPa, the first minimum of the g(r) is no longer exactly zero and becomes finite. Fluids at densities smaller than r s =1. 28 the possible interatomic distances (larger than the molecular equilibrium distance) become allowed when the system is compressed at r s <1.27. As the density is increased, the region corresponding to the first minimum becomes more and more populated while the height of the first maximum decreases. The molecular lifetime is a dynamical observable which also displays a clear jump at this pressure. Altough our Langevin dynamics does not, in principle, allows us to compute dynamical quantities we can still infer interesting properties about the nature of the liquids observed. In Fig. 3 (inset) we compute the lifetime corresponding to bonds shorter than a cutoff r c [30] . The qualitative distinction between the three fluids is again evident. The liquid with mixed character, made of short-lived molecules, appears between 440 and 620 GPa. Let us compute the number n rc of distinguishable particles which establish a nearest neighbor link (of distance smaller than r c ) to a given atom i during a given simulation time ∆t. Namely, for each atom i we count how many different hydrogens j form a paired state with i during the simulation. In a pure molecular liquid this number should be exactly n rc = 1, as all the molecules remain stable along the simulation and there is no proton exchange between the molecules or unpaired atoms in the liquid. Therefore, the quantity h rc = n rc − 1 counts how many new i − j bonds [30] are formed during a given time. In Fig. 3 we observe that the rate becomes finite at 600 K exactly at the first order transition pressure of 440 GPa and diverges near 600 GPa, namely at the complete dissociation [18] . A typical recombination rate value for this liquid is of the order of ∼ 0.1 fs oscillations. The dissociation process appears smoother at 2300 K, nevertheless the recombination becomes noticeably nonzero around ∼ 130 GPa, namely, near the experimental observation of a IMT by Weir et. al. [7] . Within the present QMC calculation we can not directly calculate the conductivity as it is common in DFT, since we do not have direct access to the excited states. Nevertheless, we can infer electronic properties by a careful analysis of the ground state correlation functions [31] within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In particular, since our Jastrow is short range, the long distance behavior of the density matrix can be determined by the uncorrelated density matrix [32] defined as
where N is the number of electrons and ψ i are the molecular orbitals that define the determinantal part of our wavefunction. The density matrix decay can be seen by looking at the r → ∞ behavior of the function λ(r) ≡ Λ(0, r), where r = |r|. The rate of the decay is related to the size of the energy gap in the band-structure: a larger gap corresponds to a faster decay. In contrast, for a metal at zero temperature, the decay is much slower, namely power law.In a finite size system it is clearly very difficult to distinguish between different asymptotic behaviors. Nevertheless a qualitative change of the λ(r) shape as a function of the density can be observed (see Supplementary Material [26] ).
To locate the IMT we compute for each density the following quantity
Due to the slow Λ decay in the metal (|Λ(r , r)| ∼ |r − r| −2 |), we expect a divergence of this quantity in the metallic phase. Since the system is finite, a large jump is hard to observe, but still, some changes are visible passing from an insulating to a metallic phase. The results are plotted in Fig. 4 . As expected the σ values are larger at high pressures, at which the system should be metallic. At 2300 K we note a change in the slope at ∼ 130 GPa, before the real first order transition at 375 GPa eventually occurs. This value, although its precise connection with the conductivity is still missing, is surprisingly in agreement with the experimental minimum conductivity value at 140 GPa and ∼ 2500 K reported in Ref. 7 . Moreover this is also in agreement that the IM crossover occurs within the molecular phase, as claimed by the authors. At the lower temperature of 600 K the situation changes, as we observe a more clear jump of the σ at ∼ 440 GPa, namely 180 GPa's before the transition in which the complete atomization is reached. If we identify this point with the IMT, then the metallization at 600 K would occur at the transition between the MM and the MA liquid, since at this pressure we also observe the discontinuity in the EOS (see Fig. 2 ) previously discussed.
Summing up, we have found, by an advanced ab-initio technique based on QMC, a new intermediate phase between the fully atomic and the fully molecular liquid phases, which are commonly assumed in the high-pressure hydrogen phase diagram. This phase is qualitatively different from a fluid (MM) in which the molecules -where the electrons are localized-are somewhat defined (the first maximum of the g(r) being clearly separated by the bulk), and is instead characterized by a fluid (MA) that favors the electron hopping between the elongated pairs, implying that the system may become metallic at these densities. This transition appears to be first order at 600 K and is smoothed with increasing temperature. The critical end point is located just above 1100 K, because the first order transition is very weak in this case (see Fig. 2 ).
In Fig.1 In the MA liquid, the coordination shells are not well separated but the persistence of a broad static molecular peak is evident. This new phase is exceptionally stable, as a nonzero molecular fraction has been observed [18] up to 375 GPa at 2300 K and 620 GPa at 600 K. This fluid is also characterized by the fact that the molecules are short-lived compared with the fully molecular one. Dissociation and recombination events occur on a timescale comparable to few molecular oscillation periods. By looking at decay of the density matrix, computed with very accurate single particle orbitals obtained within the VMC calculation, we propose that this liquid should have metallic behavior. Thus the metallization at finite temperature occurs within the (partially) molecular phase. At 2300 K the metallization takes place at a pressure ∼130 GPa, a value which is very well in agreement with the experiment, while at 600 K the IMT is predicted to be at ∼440 GPa. Finally, the fluid completely dissociates into a fully atomic liquid (AA) phase.
All these outcomes have been obtained with the classical nuclei approximation, therefore the quantum proton corrections are expected to shift the two transitions towards smaller pressures, especially at lower temperatures. Therefore, altough the quest for a pure atomic hydrogen compound seem to be out of reach for the present experimental possibilities, achieving the low temperature metallization of fluid molecular hydrogen appears more realistic in the next future.
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